
Doing Discovery Calls and 
Using The Questionnaire



The success of discovery calls is based on two things:

1. How easily you see the strengths of your program or package 
from the client’s perspective

2. Can you adapt your explanations to the needs of the clients

The questionnaire allows you to know enough about the client 
ahead of time to be able to do all this



Using The Questionnaire

Ideally, set it up on your scheduler so they fill it out when booking 
the discovery call

Acuity, Calendly

Otherwise use the word document and email it – they can type in 
answers and they will have to print it and scan it to email it back

The pdf copy is for MAC uses who can’t open Word Docs – retype 
the questions so you can increase the amount of space for 
answers and save as pdf



By having clients answer these questions – you are accomplishing 
two things

1. You’re showing them that you’re a serious person and implies 
depth to the program

2. Because they have answered the questions and booked the call, 
they’re more likely to be serious about seeing you



You’re also planting the seed of hope in their mind

Practitioners do not typically ask these kind of questions

Shows them that who they are and how they do things are 
important

Also, they see that you may be someone who listens



Questions
What are your health concerns?

Depending on the type of clients you seek, they may have a little 
or a lot to say

You may want to give them ample room to put things down

It takes you very little time to read and much longer for them to 
tell

So let them write it down



How much accountability do you like (on their part)?

This tells you one aspect of how they like to work

It will help you know what to tell them as to how your service 

works

(Results tracker, progress report helpful)



What do you see as your key strengths? What do you do well when 

it comes to your health?

This allows them to know you’re customizing it to how they work

Allows you to know what types of suggestions may work best for 

them



What do you see as your key weakness? What do you struggle 

with?

Again they see this being tailored to them and their needs

Helps you know what you should not tell them to do



When do you potentially want to start?

Sometimes people may not be ready to start and they are just 
seeing what you have to say

You know that those who give you a firm answer are ready



How do you like to work? 

Methodical with a clear plan – means they want to hear you say 
there’s a step-by step plan

Flexible and learn from doing – means they want choices and 
options 

Discussion and lots of support – they want to know how much 
collaboration and support they’ll have with you 

Gain knowledge to understand why – they like to know this is based 
on research and that they’ll learn why and what about themselves



Once you’ve read the answers 

You can make notes of things to ask

May even write out questions if you need to

But they are specific to the client

Mostly, you’ll react to what the clients says and tell them what 
they need to hear you say



Start the call with a short sentence as to what they said are their 
concerns

“So, you’re looking for help with ……”

“How much help are you looking for?”

Then describe what your package or programs offer

“Here’s what I do” or “Here’s what I offer”

“Would this be something that would be of interest to you – I can 
explain more how it works”



Based on how they answered the last question on the 
questionnaire

As you explain your program are service, tailor your words to what 
they said the like

ie: They like  “flexible and learn from doing”

“Each week we discuss options for a small task that will help you 
with your issues – you choose and this is flexible for your lifestyle”



ie: Methodical with a clear plan

“I provide you with a step-by-step plan so you’ll understand what and why 
each step will do for you – and any questions you may have will be answered”

ie: Discussion and lots of support 

“In our sessions together, we will discuss how you are doing, how you feel 
and what you’re going to do next – and you can send me a short email 
between sessions to let me know how your doing or ask a question” 



ie: Gain knowledge to understand why

“Now what I will be sharing with you is based on the research for your issue 
and what has helped my clients with similar issues – you will learn more 
about how your body functions and what works for you”

Always make sure they know this is about finding out what works for them 
as an individual



Telling Them The Cost

Best way – just say it – not framing it or qualifying – just say it

Be sure they know all that they will receive 

You can put the price on the sales page so they know ahead of 
time 

Many people don’t 

You’ll have to experiment to see what works best



The goal of the discovery call is to have a sincere conversation with 
a potential client

You willingness to listen to them is going to be critical to them 
saying yes

This is why you want to be reactive to what they say and not have it 
just be you asking questions 

They should be 15 minutes sessions as far as the client is concerned 
but you plan for 30 minutes



Don’t be intimidated by the process 

This can be a very pleasant conversation

Stay relaxed

Even if they say no, you will learn from it 

All good

But if you have listened and understood who they are and what 
they’re looking for, it will be a yes


